Abstract. We study a quasiconvex conjugation that transforms the level sum of functions into the pointwise sum of their conjugates and derive new duality results for the minimization of the max of two quasiconvex functions. Following Barron and al., we s h o w that the level sum provides quasiconvex viscosity solutions for Hamilton-Jacobi equations in which the initial condition is a general continuous quasiconvex function which is not necessarily Lipschitz or bounded.
Introduction
The powerful properties of the Legendre-Fenchel conjugation for convex functions can be summarized by s a ying that, under some mild assumptions (also called quali cation conditions), it exchanges the pointwise sum of functions with the in mal convolution of their conjugates and vice versa ( 15] , 27]). The geometrical interpretation of the in mal convolution of two e xtended real-valued functions is well known: it lies in the fact that the vectorial (or Minkowski) sum of the strict epigraphs of two extended real-valued functions is nothing but the strict epigraph of their in mal convolution. By the way s u c h a property is at the origin of another terminology in which the in mal convolution is called epigraphical sum ( 2] 3]). When dealing with quasiconvex functions this operation su ers from the fact that the epigraphical sum of two quasiconvex functions is no longer quasiconvex ( 18] ). However, there exists an interesting substitute for the epigraphical sum in the eld of quasiconvexity, n a m e l y , the level sum of functions, that is the function whose strict lower level sets are the vectorial sum of the strict lower level sets of the initial functions ( 18] 28] 30] 33],...). Thus the level sum of two quasiconvex functions is still quasiconvex. Another way t o i n troduce the level sum is obtained by perturbing the problem of minimizing the max of two extended real-valued quasiconvex functions. It appears that such a problem plays an analogous role to the one played by the minimization of t h e s u m o f t wo convex functions in convex optimization ( 35] ). Moreover the level sum has also been recently used to obtain a viscosity solution of the Hamilton-Jacobi equation u t + H(Du u) = 0 arising in the minimization of the maximum cost in L 1 spaces here the Hamiltonian H is sublinear in the rst variable and nondecreasing in the second variable ( 7] , 8]). In this paper we i n troduce and study a conjugation for quasiconvex functions, slightly di erent from those introduced by Crouzeix in 11] 12] and Barron and Liu in 8] , that transforms the level sum of arbitrary extended realvalued functions into the pointwise sum of their conjugates. Such a property is not shared by the more or less classical conjugations already introduced in quasiconvex duality theory ( 19] 
.).
Another advantage of the biconjugation we present is that it constitutes a Galois correspondence nevertheless it is not a generalized conjugation in the sense of Moreau ( 21] ). In fact it enters in the general framework introduced by J.-P. P enot and the author ( 23] ) but has never been studied for its own interest. The classes of regular functions related to this biconjugation are entirely characterized in theorems 3.4 and 3.5. The case of radial functions is studied in details in Propositions 4.10, 4.11 and Corollaries 4.12, 4.13. Under a quali cation condition involving the directions of majoration of the functions, we prove that the level sum of two quasiconvex lower semicontinuous (`.c.s.) extended real-valued functions coincides with the conjugate of the sum of their conjugates (Theorem 4.2). As a by-product we get dual problems with zero duality gap for the global minimization of the max of two quasiconvex`.s.c. extended real-valued functions (Theorem 4.5 and its corollaries). In this way w e recapture a dual problem introduced in 35] with di erent conditions ensuring a zero duality gap. Finally, f o l l o wing Barron and al. More generally, the present paper may be viewe d a s a c o n tribution to minimax analysis 5], 16].
Definitions, notations
In the sequel X is a Hausdor locally convex topological vector space with topological dual Y and we denote by h i the bilinear mapping hx yi := y(x)(x 2 X y 2 Y ). Given an extended real-valued function f : X ! R and t 2 R := R f;1g f+1g we s e t ff < t g = fx 2 X : f(x) < t g for the strict lower level set (at level t) o f f. Observe that ff < t g is nonempty i t > inf X f. The function f is said to be quasiconvex if all its strict lower sets are convex. Of course this amounts to saying that all its lower sets ff tg(t 2 R) a r e c o n vex, or that for any subset A X accordingly to the relation inf X (f4g) = i n f X f _ inf X g:
The function f4g is called the level sum of f and g. It is quasiconvex whenever the functions f and g are so.
Support functions will play a c e n tral role in the paper. for any family (f i ) i2I of extended r eal-valued functions de ned o n X.
Proof. Let r 2 R i f ff < r g = then f( r ) is identically ;1 i f ff < rg 6 = then f( r ) is nothing but the support function of the nonvoid set ff < r g which is sublinear`.s.c. and proper. It is evident that, for any y 2 Y , the function f c (y ) is nondecreasing, while the lower semicontinuity of this function follows from the easy but important property, v alid for all y 2 Y , r, t 2 R:
On the other hand, (3.2) is a trivial consequence of the relation finf i2I f i < rg = i2I ff i < r g. What formula (3.2) says is that the mapping f 7 ;! f c is a branch of a Galois correspondence ( 9] ). Let us now describe the other branch. t h a t i s a n i n tersection of closed convex sets hence the condition is necessary.
Let us prove that it is also su cient. Let x 2 X and t 2 R be such that r < f (x) thus x does not belong to the closed convex set ff rg b y the Hahn-Banach theorem there exists y 2 Y such that hx yi > sup f(u) r hu yi f c (y r) : By (3.4) we then have f c (x) r so that, by taking the supremum over r < f (x) f c (x) f(x). As the opposite inequality always holds the proof is complete.
Let us now describe the class of regular functions on Y R. Theorem Clearly the dual formulations of the level sum we look for will come from the computation of the conjugate of the sum of two functions on Y R. Among all the quasi-inverses of a there is a smallest one namely a e (s) = s u p fr 2 R: a(r) < s g = inffr 2 R : a(r) sg which is also the only`.s.c. quasi-inverse of a. I t i s c haracterized by the relations a(r) < s =) r a e (s) r < a e (s) = ) a(r) < s We are now ready to state the main result of this section: Proof. For each y 2 Y let us consider the quasi-inverse b y (s) =inf hu yi s f(u) (resp. c y (s) = inf hv yi s g(v)) of p y ( resp. q y ), and observe that inf R b y = inf X f inf R c y = i n f let us choose x 2 X such t h a t jjxjj = 1 a n d hx yi = jjyjj w e then have f c (y s) thx=hx yi y i = t so that in any c a s e f c (y s) ã e (s)jjyjj .
What Proposition 4.10 says is that the conjugate of a radial quasiconvex function can be written as the product of a nondecreasing function by the dual norm. Let us see how to compute the second conjugate of such functions. The hamiltonian H(y r) is here nite-valued, continuous, nondecreasing in r, sublinear in y, and the function g Lipschitz continuous and bounded.
Thus, the unique viscosity solution ( 6] , 10], ...) is given by
where h is the quasiconvex function de ned by h(x) = i n f fr 2 R: H(y r) h x yi 8y 2 R n g:
As H(y ) is nondecreasing, observe that the function h above is nothing but the -conjugate of H, n a m e l y : Proof. Let f(a + h) f(a) a n d " > 0 for t > 0 small enough one has f(a + th) ; f(a) t(;" + hh yi) as f is quasiconvex it follows that 0 f(a) _ f(a + h) ; f(a) t(;" + hh yi) therefore, hh yi " so that, as " > 0 is arbitrary, y 2 N(ff f(a)g a ).
Now let us describe the normal cone of a lower level set of u. Lemma 5.4. Let g and h be two extended r eal-valued quasiconvex functions on R n such that (5.4) holds, let ( t x) 2 u ;1 (R) r = u( t x), and let x 1 x 2 in R n be such that x = x 1 + x 2 , r = h( x 1 t ) _ g( x 2 ) t h u s N(fu rg ( t x)) is given by: Proof. Let (s y) 2 R R n as the quasiconvex function u is exact one has (s y) 2 N(fu rg ( t x)) i st + hx 1 y i + hx 2 y i s t + h x 1 y i + h x 2 y i for all t > 0 x 1 2 tfh rg x 2 2 f g rg.
Taking t = t and x 2 = x 2 we g e t y 2 N(fh rg x 1 t ). Taking t = t and x 1 = x 1 we g e t y 2 N(fg rg x 2 ). Taking x 1 = t t x 1 and x 2 = x 2 we get s = ;h x 1 t y i.
We then have the inclusion in the announced formula the other inclusion being obvious, the proof is complete.
We a r e n o w in a position to state the main result of this section saying that if the initial condition g is continuous and quasiconvex then the function u in (5.2) is still a viscosity solution of (5.1). More precisely:
Theorem 5.5. Let H be a s i n t h e b eginning of this section, h = H , a n d g :
R n ! R a c ontinuous quasiconvex function such that h(0) inf R n g. Thus, the continuous quasiconvex function u(t x) = ( h t] 4g)(x) is a viscosity solution of (5.1).
Proof. By Theorem 3.5 one has H = h c a s H is nite valued the sets fh < r g are bounded so that C h = f0g. It then follows from Proposition 5.2 that u is`.s.c. quasiconvex and exact as g is real-valued, it ensues that u is real-valued too. Moreover u(t x) = inf y2R n (h(y) _ g(x ; ty)) so that u is upper semicontinuous (for each y 2 R n , the function (t x) 2]0 +1 R n 7 ;! h(y) _ g(x ; ty) i s c o n tinuous). Hence u is continuous with real values. Let us check that u is a viscosity subsolution ot (5.1). On this point w e follow the proof of 7], Theorem 3.1: let ' :]0 +1 R n ! R be a di erentiable function such t h a t u ; ' has a local maximum at (t 0 x 0 ). We h a ve t o p r o ve that ' t (t 0 x 0 ) ; H(D x '(t 0 x 0 ) u (t 0 x 0 )). By Theorem 3.5 this amounts to saying that, given x such that h(x) < u (t 0 x 0 ), we h a ve ' t (t 0 We prove n o w that u is a supersolution of (5.1). Let ( t x) b e a l ocal minimum of u ; ' f o r jj(t ; t x ; x)jj small enough we t h e n h a ve u(t x) ; u( t x) '(t x) ; '( t x) = ( t ; t)' t ( t x) + hx ; x D x '( t x)i + "(t x)jj(t ; t x ; x)jj with lim Remark 5.6. The condition h(0) inf R n g in Theorem 5.5 is not very stringent it is in particular satis ed when the lagrangian H is nonnegative: in such a case one has h(0) = ;1.
